ABSTRACT The Internet of Things (IoT), which could connect everything in the world, is promising for the realization of smart cities. However, vehicles connected in the IoT challenges data collection and transmission. Socially aware networking is an emerging paradigm for high-efficiency data dissemination. Existing protocols take advantage of mobile nodes' social characteristics (e.g., user interest) to improve dissemination performance. However, they have not exploited enough of what relations are valuable between user interests and how these relations can affect the dissemination of social IoTs. This paper takes advantage of interest inclusion and intersection to solve the dissemination problem in a conference scenario. By constructing the structure of the Interest Tree to solely represent the relations of interest inclusion and interest intersection, we integrate vehicles' social factors into their geographical information, and introduce the concept of geo-social distance (GSD) as the basis of the proposed strategy. Simulation results demonstrate the superiority of our presented method by comparing with two other existing protocols in terms of four objective metrics, which include delivery ratio, overhead, hop-count, and average latency.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the sake of enhancing transportation safety, relieving traffic congestion, reducing air pollution, and promoting the comfort of driving, all the devices in intelligent transportation systems are encouraged to be connected in the era of the Internet of Things (IoTs). Internet of Vehicles (IoVs), as one of the core members of IoTs, has received widely attention due to their advantages for the construction of smart cities. Social IoVs (SIoVs) can be viewed as the Social IoTs (SIoTs) in the vehicular network scenario, where vehicles are the social individuals in the machine-to-machine vehicular social networks and perform as sensor-hub to obtain surrounding information by the in-vehicle or smartphone sensors [1] .
In smart cities, it is encouraged to enable all kinds of objects possessing embedded processors and capability for information interaction through wired or wireless connections, by which safe and convenient environment can be offered for the ever-increasing interconnection and interoperability among intelligent objects. Short range wireless communication technologies enable human beings to contact, constitute a social network, and share information whenever and wherever possible. The embedded sensing technologies and network interfaces facilitate the devices owned by human beings to mine various social information and accelerate the sharing process in the meantime. The social information disseminated throughout the network reveals the individuals' social relationships and characteristics. By exploiting social relationships, researchers have proposed several solutions to solve networking problems like routing and forwarding, and data dissemination in the context of socially aware networking [2] .
The existing social concepts include community, interest, social tie, and so forth. People constitute a community when they share common interests or are related by families, workmates, classmates, etc. There are typical solutions that applied these concepts ([3] - [7] , among others). Among these, literatures [3] and [4] adopted the concept of community home (i.e., a location where nodes visit frequently), and proposed Homing Spread and Community-aware Opportunistic Routing. Inspired by artificial bee colony, the authors in [5] introduced the concept of community density, where the communities were divided according to users' interests. Similarly, Chen et al. extracted nodes' interests from different vectors and grouped nodes with common interests into communities by calculating their similarities [6] . Zhu et al. integrated interest list with their publish or subscribe service, named Ripple, for the request dissemination update in the cloud [7] .
In addition, in the physical world, people decide where they live according to the social factors of career, education, transportation, etc. Therefore, a geographical community is formed, and some geographical information based approaches [8] , [9] have been put forward. The authors in [8] explored the geographic and social regularities of human mobility, and proposed geocommunity and geocentrality to help broadcast data from a superuser. The message dissemination in vehicular ad hoc networks from spatial and temporal perspective was studied in [9] . Specifically, they analyzed the bounds of dissemination distance and hitting time for a message dissemination process.
However, there are some questions to be answered in the existing works: (i) What effects can user interests have other than driving the formation of community? (ii) Are there any relations between user interest? (iii) What will happen if geographical information and user interest are integrated into one solution, since the social factors can affect mobile users' geographical locations?
The answer to Question (i) can be revealed by the researches on neuroscience [10] and human behavior [11] , [12] , as well as the work of this paper. For Question (ii), we analyze the possible relations, study the effects of interest intersection, and quantify both interest inclusion and interest intersection. To answer Question (iii), our work introduces the concept of geo-social distance, which combines geographical information (i.e. geographical location) and social information (i.e. user interests) of mobile nodes to recommend a source node to choose the proper forwarder. We consider a real life conference scenario, where users need an efficient solution to perform data dissemination among each other. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We build the structure of Interest Tree to solely represent the relations of interest inclusion and interest intersection. The constructed structure is able to provide quantified calculation of the two relations between user interests.
• We combine mobile nodes' geographical information (location) together with their social information (interests), and derive the concept of geo-social distance and a geo-social distance-based (GSD for short) dissemination strategy to recommend a node to choose the best forwarder. The shorter the geo-social distance between two users is, the more possible to succeed in forwarding information from one to the other.
• We use the collected data set in [13] to construct Interest Tree for the simulation experiment. The performance of GSD is evaluated in comparison to protocols of PRoPHET (a Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Transitivity) [14] and Epidemic [15] in terms of delivery ratio, overhead, average latency and hop count under different parameters to demonstrate the superiority of our presented scheme. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview on some researches on interest-based data dissemination, geographical information dissemination, and those combining social and geographical information as well. The relations of interest inclusion and interest intersection are briefly illustrated in Section III. Section IV states the research problem and describes the GSD strategy in detail. Section V introduces the dataset, demonstrates the simulation results, compares the performance of GSD, PRoPHET and Epidemic protocols, as well as some additional experiments, and discusses the reasons that GSD outperforms other schemes. Section VI concludes our work.
II. RELATED WORK
With the objective of paving the way for smart cities, IoTs are promising to automatically and intelligently serve people in a collaborative method by connecting everything (such as watches, mobile phones, computers, cars, buses, and trains) [16] . Because it is challenging for the connected vehicles to collect and store large amount of traffic data, cloud computing is combined with IoVs in [17] , by which vehicles are able to share the resources of computation, storage and bandwidth. A multi-layered vehicular data cloud platform was investigated in [18] by leveraging cloud computing and IoT technologies. After that, two vehicular data cloud services are presented in IoVs, i.e. an intelligent parking cloud service and a vehicular data mining cloud service. The authors in [19] measured the workloads in SIoVs by presenting an analytical model, and expanded this model further into complex scenarios.
Interest is the basis of our work, which has positive effects, such as contributing to increasing comprehension, and motivating thoughts and actions of people [10] . Interest can also motivate human activities such as rating movies, web browsing and mobile phone text-messages [11] , [12] . For the influence of interest on data dissemination, our work provides more evidences below, aside from the aforementioned efforts in [5] , [6] and [7] .
To improve data dissemination in socially aware environment, SocialCast [20] exploited predictions according to receivers' interests and social ties to identify the best information carriers. In SocialCast, each node broadcasts a control message containing the list of interests and other information for making message forwarding decisions. In the scheme of Cooperative User Centric Information Dissemination [21] , keywords are employed to describe user interests and each user has a vector of probabilities to state how interested the user is in data items. Bjurefors et al. [22] examined the datacentric architecture of Haggle, where nodes express their interests in the form of attributes. The authors in [23] considered contact patterns and interests of users to ensure effective data relaying. Carofiglio et al. [24] presented Interest Control Protocol to achieve fully efficient and fair flow control for content-centric networking. Although some work has been done by these methods through exploring the influence of user interests on data dissemination, the consideration of possible relations between user interests is sometimes limited, or the usage of the relations has not been made fully. This motivates our work.
The following two paragraphs in this section focus on the researches regarding geographical information dissemination. Dhurndher et al. [25] proposed a geographic routing technique called GROOV (Geographic ROuting Over VANETs.) for the issues of routing, data dissemination, data sharing, etc. Specifically, GROOV takes the changing topographies and densities of highways and cities into consideration. Some geographical information, such as link quality, range weight, direction and node coordinates of vehicles are adopted for the best route selections.
Ding and Xiao [26] presented a static-node-assisted adaptive protocol to improve data delivery performance for vehicular network. The static nodes are for the cases where no vehicles are available for packet delivery. To serve the routing purpose, each vehicle or static node makes decision according to the knowledge of its position. Similarly, Kuiper and Nadjm-Tehrani [27] proposed to route packets with only partial knowledge of geographic position, and store a local database of node locations. It is known that security is one of the major concerns in IoVs due to the heterogeneity among devices, for example, communications between vehicles may adopt different protocols that are susceptible to various types of attacks. Due to this reason, a secure clustering for efficient data dissemination among vehicles was studied in [28] , and a trust metric was presented by considering various transmission characteristics of vehicles.
The existing efforts have proved the value of geographic information in data dissemination, which drives us to take advantage for the design of our own strategy. The major differences between GSD and these works are: (i) the scenario we consider is a conference venue with real data set instead of vehicular networks; and (ii) in GSD, the node's geographic information devotes its merit with social information to choose forwarders whereas the others just take advantage of geographic information.
The feature of combining social and geographical information makes our work somewhat similar to the researches of GSFord [29] and HeSig [30] . However, they focus on different problems from GSD. Specifically, GSFord is proposed as a geo-social notification system for extreme situations (e.g. disasters of earthquake or tornados), while HeSig is a Bayesian latent factor model combining both Heterogeneous Social information and Geographical information for event recommendation. Moreover, these methods differ from each other in the aspects of communication channel, social information type, network type, etc. The detailed differences are listed in Table 1 .
III. RELATIONS BETWEEN USER INTERESTS
To explain what interest inclusion and interest intersection are, we take the 2012 ACM Computing Classification System (CCS) as an instance (http://www.acm.org/about/class/2012). The ACM CCS is a standard classification system for the computing system and reflects the state of the art of the computing discipline in a poly-hierarchical structure. More details can be referred to the official website of ACM CCS. Fig. 1 shows two snapshots of ACM CCS. Fig. 1(a) shows a part of ACM CCS in changed format as an example of interest inclusion. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the existence of interest intersection, captured on 10th, April 2015. We consider the keywords (categories) as user interests for simplicity.
A. INTEREST INCLUSION
Interest inclusion refers to a situation where individuals have different interests with diverse scopes and some interests contain others entirely. For example, when a researcher's interests include models of computation, it is reasonable to infer that he/she is also interested in computability and probabilistic computation, even the areas of lambda calculus and quantum communication complexity. This kind of relation between users' interests can be depicted by Fig. 1(a) .
B. INTEREST INTERSECTION
Interest intersection can be understood as overlap. For example, a node's interests cover mobile networks and ad hoc networks. According to CCS Concept, these areas are relevant to each other, meaning they share some features in common. Consequently, this is a situation of interest intersection as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
IV. DESIGN OF GSD STRATEGY A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem we intend to solve comes from a conference scenario, where Alice (A) is attending a presentation at a conference venue, with other attendees. During the presentation, she acquired some interesting items like an academic paper or a video clip she just recorded. She wants to share these items to a friend of hers, David (D) as soon as possible. However, A's movement is restricted because of the presentation and D is out of A's range being in another venue. When the backbone network fails in providing service, the direct communication between A and D is difficult to realize. To attain the dissemination, A has to rely on other attendees who can move among the venues and are more likely to contact D than A.
Therefore, the problem is how to choose a proper forwarder among the potentials to achieve efficient dissemination. To solve this, we will take advantage of the above analysis of relations between the potentials' interests and their geographical information to present our GSD strategy.
B. CONCEPT OF GEO-SOCIAL DISTANCE
The geo-social distance between two nodes consists of geographic information and social information. The geographic information is the nodes' location, represented by the similarity of the past areas of the nodes, also called geo-similarity. The social information is the nodes' interest information, called social-similarity and comprised of original interests and dynamic interests. The original interests of all the nodes can be stored by a tree-based structure, Interest Tree. In both the method and the experiment, Interest Tree is constructed once the original interests are gathered. Then, every node can get access to the structure. In the tree structure, each node represents an interest and two nodes in the same layer share a common parent node (i.e., a larger interest). This structure can be shown by Fig. 1(a) , where the node of models of computation is the parent of nodes computability, probabilistic computation, streaming models, etc. Hence, it is reasonable to understand the Interest Tree as an illustration of interest inclusion. Section V-A1 presents the construction of Interest Tree. Besides the original interests, each node can find others' research interests intriguing. Hence, he/she can acquire dynamic interests from other nodes. This behavior shows nodes' learning ability. The symbols adopted in this paper are listed in Table 2 . locations, if the new location intersects with the old one, they integrate into a new location with a new degree value assigned.
Then, sGeo(i, j) t is computed by (1) as the geo-similarity between nodes i and j in the tth time slot from the current slot (t = 1). In the equation, degree(i) t is degree of i at the tth time slot. ω is for priority control, meaning that the earlier the intersection is found, the higher priority it has. In other words, ω can weaken the influence of current status. The exponent of ω decides how fast the influence is weakened. The larger exponent, the faster the influence is weakened. While designing the algorithm, we chose the exponent as two as compromise. With no doubt, we need to examine further on this point.
The reason we use node i's degree is that in all the situations, GSD needs to compare sGeo(SN , DN ) and sGeo (IN , DN ) , meaning that j is actually DN . The use of SN and IN 's degree information (instead of DN 's) can avoid that sGeo (SN , DN ) and sGeo(IN , DN ) are the same.
2) SOCIAL INFORMATION
Normally, node i has more than one research interest, and he/she may dedicate most of his/her research on a certain interest I . We define the certain interest I as node i's major interest (I i ). During the social activity (academic conference in our scenario), node i might find new research interests (i.e., dynamic interests) while communicating with other scholars. As stated above, each node is aware of the Interest Tree and responsible for maintaining it. The structure reflects the relations of interest inclusion and several interests can share a common parent interest. Once it is constructed, it will not change for the reason that the involved interests (major interests) are stable within a time period, particularly for our conference scenario. This structure helps to compute sPInt(i, j) as shown in
where noSPInt(i, j) is the number of nodes i and j's common parent interests, no_Parents(j) is the number of parents of j. Note that the adopted data set reflects user interests in the form of user_id;group_id (group_id refers to interest), without providing real interest information for the sake of privacy possibly. This makes it difficult to get the interest intersection relationship, so we use nodes' interest lists as a compromise. The intersection degree of nodes i and j's interests is computed by
where noSIntrsc(i, j) is the number of common interests of nodes i and j and no_Interests(j) is the number of node j's interests.
In (2) and (3), we use the corresponding information of node j. The reason lies in that in our scenario, j is actually the destination node DN , and using DN 's information as standard can guarantee the comparability between sPInt(SN , DN ) and sPInt (IN , DN ) .
Interest Tree and interest lists are fixed primitive information. Hence the values of sPInt(i, j) and sPInt(i, j) are fixed. To represent the nodes' learning ability, we introduce sDyn(i, j). A node stores not only the Interest Tree and its own interest list, but also the interests learned from others, called dynamic interests (DI for short). When nodes i and j are in each others' communication range, they exchange their interest information. For node i, it checks whether its DI contains any interests in node j's interest list. If i's DI does not contain an interest of node j, it means i has never met any nodes with that interest, then i adds the interest into its DI and assigns an initialValue to the interest; Otherwise, it means i has met with some node with that interest, then it adds an incrementalValue to the interest. After checking process, each interest has a Value. Similar to (1), we get sDyn(i, j) t in the tth time slot from the current slot by
where the meaning of ω remains the same as in (1) and
Value(i) t is the value of node i for the same reason as degree(i) t in (1). sPInt(i, j), sIntrsc(i, j) and sDyn(i, j)
form the socialsimilarity between nodes i and j (sSoc(i, j) ), shown as
where
The equation is based on the exponentially weighted moving average [31] . Varying values of τ , σ and ρ can describe how the three factors affect the social similarity.
3) GEO-SOCIAL DISTANCE
The geo-social distance between nodes i and j (GSD(i, j)) considers both geographical information and social information by 
E. MESSAGE COPY CONTROL
How to control the message copy during dissemination is a problem since uncontrolled number of message copies can cause serious congestion and a huge waste of resources. In our work, each message has an attribute of nofCopy as the number of message copy once it is generated and this is set to 10 in GSD. When a message transmission between SN and IN is carried out, the value of nofCopy becomes the half of the previous value, i.e., nofCopy = nofCopy/2 . If nofCopy is 1, SN will perform one more transmission and remove the message from its buffer, no matter whether the delivery is successful. For more details in this part, please refer to our previous work in [32] .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. DATA SET
The data set adopted in our work was collected during ACM SIGCOMM 2009 by an opportunistic mobile social application [13] , available on the website of CRAWDAD (http://www.crawdad.org/thlab/sigcomm2009/). It includes a list of the participants' initial interest (i.e. original interests) for building Interest Tree. Moreover, the application allows users to create new interests at any time and these interests correspond to the dynamic interests in GSD.
Aside from user interest information, the data set contains the activity periods of each participant and device, as well as the Bluetooth device discovery logs of each user. Therefore, we can get the record of all the meetings between all the participants for simulation experiments, instead of applying any synthetic movement model to generate new movement traces.
1) INTEREST TREE CONSTRUCTION
The collected data set during ACM SIGCOMM 2009 includes the tested attendees' interest information and contact information. To be specific, there are 76 attendees (nodes) and 711 interests. We numbered the nodes from No. 1 to No. 76 and the interests from No.1 to No. 711. However, we found out that for some interests, the involved nodes are exactly the same. While constructing Interest Tree, we merged the interests involving the same nodes, and chose I i manually. These actions do not fully reflect the reality and may induce biased experiment results. However, these are inevitable due to the missing information of users' real interests in the data set. The incompleteness of the dat set is probably the result of concerns about information security and privacy issues. Such that, the experiment result in this paper is compromised regarding the above issues.
B. SIMULATION SETUP
To demonstrate the performance of GSD in comparison with the two classical benchmark protocols, Epidemic and PRoPHET, we designed simulation experiments with the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator. The Epidemic routing forwards the generated data to each encounter node which saturates the network resource dramatically and causes heavy overhead. In contrast, GSD selects appropriate forwarders, controls the number of copies, and costs less resources because of the light weight computation and interest information of nodes. PRoPHET chooses the next relay nodes using the delivery predictability metric based on contact frequency between nodes. The difference between GSD and PRoPHET is that the GSD selects the optimal next relay nodes in accordance with geo-social distance, whereas PRoPHET relies on mutual contact history of nodes.
Since we use the real data set collected during ACM SIGCOMM 2009, there is no fixed network model or movement model. During initialization, all the nodes get their initial interest information and the Interest Tree is constructed. While moving around, they acquire and update their geo-social distance to the others. We run our simulation for the three protocols with different simulation durations (21600s∼129600s), buffer sizes (5MB∼30MB), and message TTL (60min∼600min). Default value of parameters are 21600s, 5MB and 360min, respectively. Events are generated each 25∼35 seconds. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3 .
The metrics are delivery ratio, overhead, average hopcount and average latency. Overhead means the ratio of relayed messages (delivered messages excluded) and delivered messages. Average hop-count (Hop-count for short) refers to the average hop-count of all the successfully received messages. The parameters we test in the experiments are buffer size, time-to-live (TTL), simulation duration, event interval, ω, τ , σ , ρ and p geo . The wireless transmission applies Bluetooth interface because of its less consumption of energy than Wi-Fi and the transmission range is suitable for our conference scenario [33] . Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of the algorithms over different buffer sizes. When the size of buffer is risen, GSD remains the same result regarding the four adopted metrics, but the others change with various trends. This shows that buffer size does not affect GSD at all, because of the involved little information and light-weight computation.
C. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Comparatively, GSD outperforms the other protocols considerably with respect to delivery ratio and overhead. The corresponding values are 0.3608 (nearly 250% and 265% of those of Epidemic and PRoPHET) and 8.3 (much lower than 461.8 and 491.3), respectively. As for hop-count, GSD also performs the best, given that the values of GSD are almost the same as PRoPHET. However, Fig. 3(d) shows a different trend that GSD spends 1412.86 seconds on forwarding messages. When the buffer size is 5 MB, the latency of GSD is the largest among the three algorithms. Then it becomes in the mid-level afterwards, about half of Epidemic (2798.2s) and 217% of PRoPHET (650.14s) in the 30-MB situation. Fig. 4 compares the performance of the protocols with different values of TTL. According to the figure, when the TTL is longer than 240 minutes, the values of GSD are constant but the others vibrate slightly, meaning that the 240-minute-TTL is enough for all the protocols. In addition, it can be seen that the performance of GSD is still the best in terms of delivery ratio, overhead and hop-count. For average latency, GSD performs the average with the highest value of 1412.86. What is worse, GSD is closer to Epidemic (1481.62) than to PRoPHET (428.70). Compared to Fig. 3(d) , we found that PRoPHET outperforming GSD in terms of average latency. The reason is that PRoPHET relies on the contact frequency for forwarding. The more frequent, the less time consumed to find intermediate nodes. GSD does not focuses on the contact frequency, therefore it may consume more time on choosing intermediate nodes. Fig. 5 describes the simulation results under different simulation durations. GSD remains the highest delivery ratio, the lowest overhead and the least hop-count. But the delivery ratio of GSD starts dropping when the simulation duration is longer than 43200s. Furthermore, the average latency of GSD becomes the worst among the evaluated protocols. Generally, it is higher than 4500s and approximately twice the values of Epidemic and PRoPHET, as shown in Fig. 5(d) . The reason for the drawback is that during the process, nodes continue learning and acquiring new interests, making the geo-social distance more accurate and causing more failures on choosing forwarders.
From Figs. 3-5, we can reach that simulation duration influences on GSD the most, compared to buffer size and TTL. For the high latency of GSD, it is the result of spending much time on conducting numbers of comparisons, i.e. a source node may have to wait a long time for a suitable forwarder and not each comparison is successful. Nevertheless, the value of 1412.86 is less than the half of the smallest TTL (60min) and suitable to almost all the academic activities (e.g. sessions, keynotes) during a conference. And the longest latency of 5225s is less than one hour and a half, which suits the situations of keynotes. Therefore, we believe the achieved latency of GSD is acceptable no matter from the viewpoint of reality or as a trade-off of its performance on the other metrics.
D. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS
We also examined how GSD performs with various values of ω, (τ , σ , ρ), p geo , and event interval. The values we adopt are listed in Table 4 . The other parameters remain VOLUME 4, 2016 default, meaning that buffer size is 5M, TTL is 360min and simulation duration is 21600s. The experiment was run 10 times. The results show that no matter how the parameters change, GSD keeps the same performance in regard of delivery ratio (0.3608), overhead (8.3), hop-count (1.1714), and average latency (1412.857s), exactly the same with what the default parameters can result.
To confirm that the phenomena is not an exception, we conducted experiments with other values of TTL (60min, 120min, 180min, 240min, 300min), and simulation duration (43200s, 64800s, 86400s). The reason we omitted buffer size and adopted partial values of TTL and simulation duration is that buffer size does not affect GSD (see Fig. 3 ) and GSD keeps stable trend with larger TTL value (360min∼600min) and longer simulation duration (108000s and 129600s). The results validate the generality of the phenomena, showing that these parameters (i.e., ω, (τ , σ , ρ), p geo , and event interval) do not influence the performance of GSD. In other words, the four evaluated metrics only change with TTL and simulation duration. Therefore we can reach that GSD is stable with these parameters and in real life applications, users do not have to worry about the influence of their values.
However, it remains reasonable to argue that the result above is not convincing for the restricted amount of tested parameter values. Moreover, the scale of adopted database makes the computation easy to realize without consuming much resources. An expanded data set could cause different result. Nevertheless, we remain confident in the efficiency of GSD because we did not lose generality while setting the values.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Social Internet of Vehicles are promising to tackle the corresponding Internet of vehicles in a scalable and distributed method, where the network environment can be viewed as one kind of vehicular cyber-physical systems. In order to provide high-efficiency transmission in SIoVs, this paper first took advantage of interest inclusion and intersection, combined geographical information (location) and social information (interest). Then the concept of geo-social distance together with a data dissemination strategy (called GSD) have been presented to assist nodes to choose appropriate forwarders in a conference scenario. The simulation experiments involve the adoption of real data set during ACM SIGCOMM 2009. The results demonstrate that GSD can disseminate information with the highest delivery ratio, lowest overhead, least hop-count and an acceptable performance on latency, compared to the benchmark protocols.
Some other research fields can also been considered for our future works, such as: (i) searching for promising methods to shorten the latency, (ii) examining other possible relations between user interests and the effect, and (iii) applying the scheme to larger data sets and wider experiment settings.
